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TO PAUL DIEPGEN

IN THE PAST few decades medical knowledge and
science have advanced so fast that they have made
many a doctor lose the general view of the broad base
that medicine is founded on. It would be unrealistic
to decry the inevitable development of specialization
within the ever-broadening field of medicine. The in-
herent limitation in the human mind explains this
trend. The task of the teacher in the history of medicine
is not to stem the trend, but to try to compensate pri-
marily by emphasizing the general aspects and inter-
relationships in medicine beyond the scope of specializ-
ation; in other words, to furnish the expert with
information on the position of his activities, not only in
the field of medicine, but also within Western civiliza-
tion.

That this goal has not yet been achieved success-

fully is vividly demonstrated by the threatening increase
of medico-legal litigation which costs the public in the
United States alone more than 50 million dollars a

year. This is due in great measure to the increasing
estrangement between doctor and patient that has
occurred in apparent contradiction to the great ad-
vances in the art of healing. No longer is our ivory
tower of authoritative medical wisdom sufficient pro-
tection from the criticism of an enlightened public
unless we can manage to develop a general view of
life along with our technical activity. This is part of
what is called public relations, as demonstrated effec-
tively, for example, in "Mediscope" (O.M.A.).
The history of medicine is one of the finest antidotes

to the dangers of specialization. Quite a few doctors
make the history of medicine their hobby. Without
them, it would be a concern of non-medical historians
rather than of doctors. On the other hand, there is the
danger that the history of medicine may be treated as
a hobby only and not as a science. It should be both,
and these doctors should be our "cheerleaders" and
expert advisers. Our medico-historical literature shows

to some extent a lack of historiographical critical
evaluation of, and comment on, sources; in other words,
there is an urgent demand for what historians call
"original research". All too often, medico-historical lit-
erature is incorrect, not in line with the well-developed
methods of modern historical research, and therefore
unscientific. Consequently, the history of medicine can-

not yet claim to be a science (based on facts). It is
not always up to the scientific standards of other medi-
cal subjects.

There are several reasons for this. For one thing, it
is difficult to resist the temptation to neglect facts which
do not fit into a thesis, opinion or supposition in this
"no man's land" between science and the arts, or to
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fill a gap with brilliant writing (which is easy in the
arts, but not in a science). These two "faculties" (that
is exactly what they were called in the middle ages)
have different methods of scientific approach. So it
comes about that medico-historical opinions and judg-
ments have passed, and are passing, unexamined from
one book into another. The same holds true for some
theories which are favourites of medical historians.
They are theories never used in practice, but, being a
"system", are attractive and misleading. These are the
ones that fill part of medico-historical textbooks and are
accepted incritically from lack of personal medical
experience of the historian.
The dilemma of the history of medicine is that even

well-trained historians who are not physicians ac-
quainted with the practice of medicine are not in a
position to assess terminology, facts, problems, and
recent trends in everyday medicine, above all, of times
long ago. They do not know the practical significance
of a problem or remark. On the other hand, medical
practitioners so urgently needed in the history of medi-
cine, who are not expert historians, are at a loss when
confronted with the evaluation of a source. Modern
historical research has become a complex and difficult
subject. It uses almost any science, such as criminology
or archaeology. If it does not, it becomes unrealistic
and unscientific. Then again, unimportant things are
dealt with at undue length without bearing on the
principles and practice of the medicine of the day.
By the same token, there is too little "original re-

search" (research involving the original sources) which
brings out medico-historical facts and is similar to
laboratory work or clinical observations in other medi-
cal subjects. This is mainly caused by lack of medico-
historical specialists. The history of medicine is not
attractive enough to medical practitioners to induce
them to undergo further academic training in historio-
graphy, as long as the history of medicine is taught
only on a part-time basis with but a few lectures a term,
being by necessity rather a collection of pictures or
curiosities. Thus, medical historians seldom have the
status of the representatives of other subjects in medi-
cine, a factor which is as important as sufficient time
and remuneration. Here is something of a vicious circle
which we must try to interrupt.

Historical considerations themselves will help in an
approach to the problems of reforming the teaching
of the history of medicine. At its peak, Greek medicine
was based mainly on clinical observation, experience
and critical evaluation of experiments. This is the es-
sence of Hippocrates' principles. (His oath is founded
on a somewhat strange mixture of medical existentialism
of his time, a strong feeling of medical fraternity, real-
istic humanism and other ideals.) After the political
downfall of Greece, the causes of which should be a
warning to us, Greek medicine degenerated into mys-
ticism and quackery which particularly flourished
in times of disorder and disintegration. During the
early middle ages, Greek medicine was preserved and
handed down to Western Evrope by the Romans and
the Arabs, but in many cases it was bare of the original
spiritual Greek splendour. The principal outcome was
medical historicism and traditionalism, i.e. medicine
based mainly on history and tradition instead of per-
sonal observaton. There were exceptions, of course,
like Arnaldo de Villanueva in Spain who based his art
of healing on observation and histories.
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As a whole, however, medicine depended on that
of times long past. Indeed, during the greater part of
the middle ages, the medical course consisted princi-
pally of readings of passages of classical medical
authors, e.g. Hippocrates, Galen and Avicenna. The
universal language fortunately was Latin. Everything
was fitted into the Aristotelian scheme of thought and
into his universal system of science. "Entelechia" was
not only the central idea of his system, but also the
watchword of those centuries, for it fitted perfectly into
the theological conception of the time.
The students ("scholars"), aged 13 to 18, had to

learn by heart what their teachers read to them in
Latin. We must not forget, however, that under the
surface, somewhat in catacombs, clinical observations,
even in anatomy, were made and experiments (e.g.
alchemy) were performed. This changed with the
advent of the Renaissance. People became self-con-
scious and critical. "Empiria" and "experimentum"
were postulated (Villanova, Paracelsus). It was not
until the baroque period that these principles were
realized, in that basic inventions were made enabling
men of medicine and science to measure things cor-
rectly. The cornerstones of modern science were thus
laid.
Then followed the period of "enlightenment", which

was, according to Kant, the "escape of man out of his
self-inflicted spiritual minority". It is important to
remember that by that time the history of medicine
had descended from its throne for the first time in more
than a thousand years. It became by necessity ne-
glected in favour of clinical subjects. Since then, the
history of medicine has risen and fallen in popularity.
It fell when empirical medicine rose, and rose during
a period of stagnation of medicine when "systems" and
"theories" overgrew the art of healing. Fortunately,
the history of medicine never recovered the position
it held in the middle ages.

But in line with the growing insight into the com-
plex universal interrelation of physical, environmental,
physiological, psychological (psychosomatic) and his-
torical factors, interest in the history of medicine has
been growing in our century again. We may thus feel
justified in hoping that in a few decades scientific
knowledge of the history of medicine will be thought
indispensable for a proper and broad medical educa-
tion. For this would enable the doctor to know better
his status in his society and nation and prevent him
from becoming a "status seeker" through "public re-
lations". Without a sound understanding of the histori-
cal development of our profession, we are simply
practising something like a trade (and this is much too
little for the art of healing). Without the history of
medicine as an antidote we become mere technicians,
and Hippocratic oath and Hippocratic medicine will
be lost, however often we appeal to or cite them.
To my knowledge, the history of medicine is a com-

pulsory subject, enjoying equal rights and emphasis in
the medical curriculum with the other subjects only in
Austria, Germany, Switzerland, Sweden and some of
the Communist nations, although teachers, scientific
work and teaching over there are in many instances
not up to the standard outlined above. There is no
standard course in Canada. At one university, instruc-
tion in the history of medicine comprises about 15
hours during the first medical year, given by a part-
time honorary lecturer. There is no examination at the
end of the course. It is voluntary.

Questions that arise include: What shall be taught
and how? What is the aim of the historico-medical
course? It helps the student to learn to see problems
and questions even in facts which appear self-evident
(this is the perennial aim of philosophy), to recog-
nize trends and tendencies in medicine, to be critical
of promises as regards drugs or panaceas, one-sided or
fanatical therapists and diagnosticians, overestimation
of new methods or underestimation of simpler, older
methods which are well established. It helps to de-
velop a historical and psychological approach to the
everlasting problem of quackery, even among doctors
(the history of medicine shows that quack M.D.'s and
easygoing operators are probably one of the most ser-
ious challenges to our professional reputation and
status); to develop the firm will to defend scientific
medicine against any abuse, malevolence and black-
mail in politics, press and elsewhere; it helps critical
evaluation of "faith healing" in its positive and nega-
tive aspects. It teaches that only hard work and un-
selfish work, alertness and keen observation lead safely
to success in practice or research; reverence of, and
respect for, our forefathers, especially the older gener-
ation of colleagues (in accordance with the oath of
Hippocrates!); modesty and dignity; and the duty to
improve medicine and to pave the way for the gener-
ation to come. We learn under what almost unbeliev-
ably hard conditions our fathers had to practise medi-
cine; that a lifetime in medicine does not reward in
dollars and cents in contrast to work in most other
professions; we learn to see the relationship of medi-
cine to economics and technology, politics (e.g. Rus-
sian medicine based on Pavlov's work), sociology,
philosophy, psychology, art, civilization as a whole,
religion and science.
From these facts we can arrive at the didactic and

methodological principles in the teaching of the history
of medicine. Relatively unimportant is a knowledge of
names and dates or of those theories which have never
been applied. Important is some additional information
on the historical development of science, anatomy,
biology, physiology, physics, techniques, chemistry
and hygiene. Students should learn how doctors lived
20 or 40 years ago, what their problems were, their
technical facilities, their transportation, economic situ-
ation, training, family life, and social status. Older
doctors should be asked to tell of their experience and
practice decades ago. The teacher should comment
on that by giving the historical background.

Pictures should be used to a reasonable degree, tak-
ing into account the truism that pictures tend to be for
those who do not think. To teach how to think, how-
ever, is one of the foremost objectives of instruction
in the history of medicine. It is difficult to make the
course uninteresting and boring, since it is thrilling as
a part of the history of our civilization. Similarly, our
students should look at medicine as a whole. This will
create wonder and surprise and that is what the Greek
philosophers required as the beginning of science and
wisdom. From problems and questions come discover-
ies, solutions, observations, experiments, theories and
hypotheses.
A personal cult which amounts to uncritical adora-

tion should be avoided. It discourages the average
man and puts the onus of success on chance and
genius. We may, of course, explain the success and
importance of certain doctors and how previous events
and discoveries helped them, and that there is seldom
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what we call luck without effort, hard work and per-
serverance. Mere "status-seeking" did not help doctors
in former times.

There are two approaches to the history of medicine
(as in many other subjects). History may be seen as a
whole in chronological order-we may call this the
horizontal cross-section; the vertical approach would
single out a theme or subject and follow the historical
development of it through time, e.g. a disease like
syphilis (with its enormous yet not fully understood
impact on the history of civilization), or legal medi-
cine or hygiene. Both approaches have to be combined,
of course.

In what year of the curriculum should our course
be given? In what year is the student able to see the
problems of medicine, to be interested in the subject,
to wonder how things were earlier? Until now the
history of medicine has been mostly taught during the
first year. The reasons advanced are that the zeal of
freshmen may be greater, the students have more
time, they may become more interested in medicine if
they know its history, and the history of medicine is
thought to be a good introduiction to medicial ethics.
This is the old aind widely abandoned idea of the value
of a primary historical approach. Ethics cainnot be
tauight theoretically Nvithotit perfect understanding of
the intricacv of real life. Althoulgh the questioni of the
suitable year of inistrtuction is debatable, it NN-ould ap-
pear that the history of medicinie should and can he
tauight in the third year. There is more time thani in the
first year, but the stuidenit is inot yet enigaged too muteli

in preparation for the finals. The student knows a lot
more of medicine, and the more one knows of medi-
cine, the more one gets interested in the history of
medicine. That is why older doctors favour it. Fourth
year would be better still, but there may be too little
time.

Should the course be compulsory or voluntary? As
long as the standards in the history of medicine as
outlined cannot be complied Nvith, a voluntary course
should do. No examinations should be necessary,
because the subject is interesting and fascinating
enough. A stimulus for attendance at the course is not
needed. Tests may help at times. There should be
plenty of opportunity for questions, discussion and
argument. We must not forget that the 'history of
medicine will always be different from other subjects
in medicine and is the bridge to arts. There is no
necessity for marks to be given or taken into consider-
ation in the finals.
The student should have a little handbook or at least

directions in writing which enable him to follow the
couirse better. They should offer a short outline, verti-
cally and horizontally, dates and names, and give some
kind of synchronistic approach by an abridged history
of civilization. A bibliography should be added. Many
\'ears later the studenit may want to consult it.

Fellowships should be made available to enable doc
tors to give up pr.actice anid go in for the special study
of history, so that later on the aim can be realized of
a full-time professorship in the history of miledCiciiie iln
each faculty of mediciine in Can.ada.

MEDICAL MEETINGS
CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF
PATHOLOGISTS

The twelfth Annual Meeting of the Caniadian Associ-
ation of Pathologists was held on June 17 and 18, 1960,
at Banff, Alberta. It was a combined scientific and
business meeting, the scientific meeting being jointly
sponsored by the Canadian Association of Pathologists
and the Alberta Society of Pathologists.
A number of scientific papers were presented on

June 17. The guest speaker and moderator for the
meeting was Dr. Earl P. Benditt, University of Washing-
ton, Seattle, Washington. He spoke on "Pathology-
Cellular and Molecular". Guest speaker at the luncheon
was Dean W. F. Bowker, University of Alberta. The
business meeting on June 18 followed a morning
scientific session which included a slide seminar on a
number of interesting cases.

Business conducted at the annual meeting included
the election of the following officers: President, Dr. H.
Pritzker, Toronto; Western Vice-President, Dr. H.
Taylor, Vancouver; Eastern Vice-President, Dr. F.
Wiglesworth, Montreal; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. D.
W. Penner, Winnipeg. Elected to Honorary Member-
ship were Drs. J. E. Pritchard of Montreal and T. H.
Williams of Winnipeg. Both these senior pathologists
have contributed much to pathology in Canada and
to the Canadian Association of Pathologists. Both,

although officially retired, are still actively practising
pathology.

Other matters of business dealt with included a
report by Dr. John Macgregor, Chairman of the
Canadian Medical Association Committee on Approval
of Technician Training Schools. Rapidly expanding
laboratory facilities necessitate not only the training
of increased numbers of technicians, but also changes
in the methods of training. There is a definite trend
towards a centralized training school in contrast to
the predominantly apprenticeship type of training of
the past. In order to maintain standards, all training
schools approved before 1955 are to be re-evaluated.
With the increasing interest in and demand for cyto-

logical diagnosis, many problems have arisen. A special
committee was set up to study these problems across
Canada and make recommendations.

Most doctors who use hospital facilities have become
increasingly aware of the various programs to main-
tain or raise the standard of medical care. Tissue com-
mittees and committees on medical records are now
found in most hospitals. Pathologists are also becoming
aware of the need for instituting programs of quality
control in their laboratories to insure accuracy of the
various laboratory procedures. Problems pertaining to
this matter and the evaluation of work loads were also
dealt with.
The next semi-annual meeting will be held on Sep-

tember 27, 1960, at the Palmer House, Chicago, Illinois.
D. W. PENNER


